LEONARDO S.P.A. SET TO JOIN S&P EUROPE 350

AMSTERDAM, JANUARY 29, 2024: S&P Dow Jones Indices will make the following changes in the S&P Europe 350, S&P Euro Plus and S&P Euro Indices.

- Christian Hansen Holding A/S (XCSE: CHR) will be removed from the S&P Europe 350 and S&P Euro Plus Indices effective prior to the open of trading on Thursday, February 1, 2024, as a result of the company’s upcoming acquisition by Novozymes AS B (XCSE: NZYM B).

- Leonardo S.p.a. (MTAA: LDO) will be added to the S&P Europe 350, S&P Euro Plus and S&P Euro Indices effective prior to the open of trading on Thursday, February 1, 2024.

In addition, S&P Dow Jones Indices will make the following change in the S&P Europe 350, S&P Euro Plus and S&P Euro indices:

- Following its spin-off from Sodexo ( XPAR: SW), Pluxee ( XPAR: PLX) will be added at zero price prior to the open of trading on Thursday, February 1, 2024 and will be removed from the S&P Europe 350, S&P Euro Plus and S&P Euro Indices effective prior to the open of trading on Tuesday, February 6, 2024.

For more information about S&P Dow Jones Indices, please visit www.spglobal.com/spdji.
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